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ABSTRACT

Objective: To investigate whether greater cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) is associated with bet-
ter cognitive function 25 years later.

Methods: We studied 2,747 participants in the community-based Coronary Artery Risk Develop-
ment in Young Adults Study of black and white men and women aged 18 to 30 years at recruit-
ment in 1985–1986 (baseline year 0). Symptom-limited maximal treadmill test durations at years
0 and 20 provided measures of CRF. Cognitive tests at year 25 measured verbal memory (Rey
Auditory Verbal Learning Test [RAVLT]), psychomotor speed (Digit Symbol Substitution Test
[DSST]), and executive function (Stroop Test).

Results: Per minute of baseline CRF, the RAVLT was 0.12 words recalled higher (standard error
[SE] 5 0.03, p , 0.0001), the DSST was 0.92 digits higher (SE 5 0.13, p , 0.0001), and the
Stroop Test score was 0.52 lower (better performance, SE 5 0.11, p , 0.0001), after account-
ing for race, sex, age, education, and clinical center. Compared with the lowest quartile of CRF,
each cognitive test was 21% to 34% of an SD better in the highest CRF quartile. Further adjust-
ment for lifestyle and clinical measures attenuated coefficients for RAVLT and DSST slightly,
while the coefficient predicting the Stroop Test lost more than half its value (p5 0.07). Analysis in
the subset of 1,957 participants who also completed the year-20 treadmill test showed that
20-year change in CRF was positively associated only with DSST (p , 0.001).

Conclusions: Better verbal memory and faster psychomotor speed at ages 43 to 55 years were
clearly associated with better CRF 25 years earlier. Neurology® 2014;82:1339–1346

GLOSSARY
BMI 5 body mass index; CARDIA 5 Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults; CRF 5 cardiorespiratory fitness;
DSST 5 Digit Symbol Substitution Test; Maxdur 5 maximal duration; RAVLT 5 Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; SE 5
standard error.

Cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF), which may be modified by physical activity and weight
changes,1,2 is a potential target for intervention to prevent cognitive function decline with aging.
Recent studies showed a positive association between CRF and cognitive function. In partic-
ipants older than 55 years, higher baseline CRF was associated with smaller decline over 6 years
on a modified Mini-Mental State Examination and better performance on cognitive tests 6 years
later.3 In a meta-analysis of 18 studies, CRF improvement through exercise training was asso-
ciated with better executive, spatial, and speed function among healthy adults aged 55 and older
or those with mild mental disorders and cardiopulmonary obstructive.4 In addition, lower CRF
correlated with progression of dementia severity in Alzheimer disease.5

By age 55 years, pathophysiologic changes underlying both loss of CRF and loss of cognitive
function may already have occurred.2,6–8 No longitudinal studies have investigated the relation
between CRF and cognitive function in healthy young and middle-aged adults. Therefore,
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investigating the association between CRF and
cognitive function in the Coronary Artery Risk
Development in Young Adults (CARDIA)
Study would allow us to gain a better under-
standing of the pathogenesis of cognitive func-
tion in adulthood. We hypothesized that
baseline CRF, defined by symptom-limited
maximal treadmill test duration, and its change
over 20 years are associated with cognitive
function in midlife.

METHODS Study design. CARDIA is a multicenter longitu-

dinal study of cardiovascular risk factors in adults between the

ages of 18 and 30 years when recruited in 1985–1986 (year 0,

Y0). Recruitment was at random from the general population in

Birmingham, AL, Chicago, IL, and Minneapolis, MN, and from

members of the Kaiser Permanente Medical Care Plan in Oak-

land, CA. The full CARDIA sample at Y0 was balanced by age

(45% aged 18–24 years; 55% aged 25–30 years), race (52%

black; 48% white), sex (46% men; 54% women), and education

(40% completed #12 years; 60% .12 years).9–11 Seven follow-

up examinations occurred at years 2, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, and 25,

with 91%, 86%, 81%, 79%, 74%, 72%, and 72% of the

surviving cohort returning, respectively. Our analysis includes

men and women who did symptom-limited treadmill exercise

tests at Y0 and cognitive testing at Y25. In addition, we studied

the subset who also did the treadmill test at Y20 as part of the

ancillary CARDIA Fitness Study.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient
consents. The institutional review boards for the protection of

human subjects for all study sites provided approval for the study,

and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Data collection. Graded exercise testing. The graded

symptom-limited maximal exercise test followed a modified

Balke protocol, consisting of nine 2-minute stages of gradually

increasing difficulty (see e-Methods on the Neurology® Web site

at Neurology.org).12 Maximal duration of symptom-limited

exercise on a treadmill (Maxdur) was the primary exposure.

Maxdur is a close approximation of cardiovascular fitness and of

the true physiologic maximum oxygen consumption per unit

time (V̇O2max) on a treadmill.13

Cognitive function assessment. At the Y25 examination, 3

standardized tests were conducted to measure cognitive function,

including verbal memory, psychomotor speed, and executive

function, which are typically impaired in people with cardiovas-

cular risk factors.14 Selection of these tests considered the feasi-

bility of delivering standardized tests in multiple sites by trained

lay staff in accommodation with scheduled time flow, good dis-

tribution of the scores in the CARDIA cohort age group, and

being previously used in other large studies of cognition.15,16 The

Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) assesses memory,

including the ability to memorize and retrieve words (verbal

memory).17 The long delay (10 minutes) free recall (range 0–15

words) was analyzed. More words recalled indicates better perfor-

mance. The Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST) mainly as-

sesses psychomotor speed. It evaluates visual motor speed,

sustained attention, and working memory.18 The range of digits

correctly substituted by symbols is 0 to 133; more correct digits

indicates better performance. The Stroop Test evaluates executive

function, including the ability to view complex visual stimuli and

respond to one stimulus dimension while suppressing the response

to another dimension.19 The test was scored by seconds to state

spelled out color words printed in a different color ink, plus number

of errors (score range: 1–160); thus, higher seconds1 errors indicates

worse performance.

Measurements of other variables. Covariates have been

described previously20–27; details are in e-Methods.

Analytic sample and exclusion criteria. The exercise test was
performed by 4,966 and 2,871 participants at Y0 and Y20 across

all CARDIA clinics, respectively. For the main analysis of the Y0

Maxdur (minutes), we excluded 34 tests of participants with con-

current b-blocker medication use and 299 tests that were termi-

nated for medical reasons not relevant to fitness. Some participants

met more than one exclusion criteria, leaving 4,637 treadmill tests

for data analysis. Of these 4,637 participants, 3,036 who completed

Y25 cognitive function tests were initially considered for the anal-

ysis; 289 tests with missing covariates were further excluded. There-

fore, 2,747 participants were analyzed for the association between

Y0 Maxdur and cognitive function. The excluded were more likely

than those included to be black, to be smokers, and to have lower

educational attainment, although all of those groups were well

represented among those included. The 1,957 of 2,747 participants

with both eligible Y0 and Y20 treadmill tests were included in the

analysis involving change of Maxdur over 20 years. As we previously

noted,6 poor treadmill performance at baseline predicted failure to

perform the test at Y20. Thus, although the CARDIA Study tested

a broad range of people at Y20, the Y20 sample is biased toward

people with somewhat better fitness as evidenced by a higher base-

line Maxdur in participants who attended both Y0 and Y20 tests

(n5 1,957) compared with those who only attended Y0 tests (n5

790) (10.2 [2.8] vs 9.5 [2.9] minutes, p , 0.0001). Overall, par-

ticipants who performed both Y0 and Y20 treadmill tests were

slightly healthier in lifestyle, weight, blood pressure, and kidney

function at Y0 than those who performed only the Y0 treadmill

test (data not shown).

Statistical analysis. Assumptions of normality of fitness, cogni-

tive function measurements, and covariates were checked. Base-

line characteristics and means of Y25 cognitive function tests

were examined across race- and sex-specific quartiles of Maxdur.

The t and x2 tests were used to compare the differences in the

means and percents between groups. Multiple linear regressions

were applied to assess the associations of baseline Maxdur and

change of Maxdur over 20 years with cognitive function at Y25.

Baseline Maxdur was analyzed as a continuous variable as well as in

race- and sex-specific quartiles, and linearity was tested for these

associations. Three models were tested subsequently to account

for potential confounding. Age, sex, race, education, and clinical

center were adjusted in minimally adjusted models; diet, physical

activity, smoking, drinking, body mass index (BMI), and forced

expiratory volume in 1 second were further adjusted in

moderately adjusted models; and blood pressure, cholesterol,

diabetes status, and glomerular filtration rate were additionally

adjusted in fully adjusted models. However, blood pressure,

cholesterol, diabetes status, and glomerular filtration rate may

be causally linked to cognitive function with Maxdur, so

adjustment for them might represent an explanation of the

mechanism of association. Sensitivity analysis of the Y0

treadmill test was conducted by replacing missing covariates

with the corresponding value at a later examination or race-

and sex-specific means (thus, n 5 3,036). Interactions between

Y0 Maxdur and race, sex, and education level on cognitive

function tests were tested.

All statistical testing was performed using 2-sided tests with

the significance level of type I error (a) set at 0.05. Statistical
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analyses were performed using PC-SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc.,

Cary, NC).

RESULTS At Y0, the average age of the cohort was
25 years, with 45% black participants and 56%
women. The cohort was apparently healthy regarding
lifestyle and clinical measures at Y0. Baseline Maxdur
differed across race-sex groups (p , 0.001). Maxdur
(mean 6 SD) was 10.0 6 2.8 minutes for all
participants at Y0; 11.3 6 2.1 for black men, 7.3 6

1.9 for black women, 12.4 6 2.1 for white men, and
9.5 6 2.1 for white women. The decrease of Maxdur
over 20 years was 2.9 6 2.0 minutes for the 1,957
participants; 3.6 6 2.1 for black men, 2.5 6 1.8 for
black women, 3.1 6 1.8 for white men, and 2.5 6

1.9 for white women (p , 0.001). Specifically,
differences in Y0 characteristics were observed across
race- and sex-specific quartiles of Y0 Maxdur. Those
who were more fit were more likely to be better
educated, nonsmoker, physically active, and
normotensive. They watched less TV, had a lower

BMI, higher quality of diet, and lower total
cholesterol (table 1). At Y25, mean number of words
correctly recalled after a long delay was 8.4 6 3.2;
70.7 6 15.6 digits were correctly substituted in
DSST, and 44.0 6 12.4 seconds 1 errors was the
score for correctly naming colors in the Stroop Test
3 (table 2).

For each additional minute attained on the tread-
mill at Y0, there were 0.12 (standard error [SE] 5
0.03, p , 0.0001) more words correctly recalled
10 minutes after 5 presentations of a list of 15 words
in RAVLT; 0.92 (SE 5 0.13, p , 0.0001) more
digits correctly substituted in DSST; and 0.52
(SE 5 0.11, p , 0.0001) fewer seconds 1 errors
during the Stroop Test, after accounting for race,
sex, age, attained education level at Y0, and clinical
center (table 3). The difference in this model between
the fourth and first quartiles of Maxdur corresponds to
21%, 34%, and 25% of the sample SD of the test
score in the RAVLT, DSST, and Stroop Test, respec-
tively (figure). Further adjustment for dietary pattern,

Table 1 Baseline characteristics by quartiles of maximal treadmill duration at baselinea: The CARDIA Study

Characteristics All
1st quartile
(n 5 604)

2nd quartile
(n 5 771)

3rd quartile
(n 5 719)

4th quartile
(n 5 653) p For trendb

Maximal exercise duration, min 10.0 (2.8) 7.5 (2.2) 9.2 (2.0) 10.7 (2.0) 12.6 (2.3)

Age, y 25.1 (3.6) 25.4 (3.6) 25.2 (3.5) 25.1 (3.6) 24.8 (3.6) 0.001

Education, y in school 14.1 (2.3) 13.5 (2.2) 14.1 (2.2) 14.3 (2.1) 14.7 (2.3) ,0.0001

BMI, kg/m2 24.5 (4.8) 28.2 (6.7) 24.7 (4.1) 23.1 (3.0) 22.4 (2.5) ,0.0001

Weight status, %

Normal weight 65.5 37.9 58.8 75.5 87.8 ,0.0001

Overweight 23.7 30.1 30.5 22.3 11.3

Obese 10.8 32.0 10.7 2.2 0.9

Alcohol intake, mL/d 11.1 (17.8) 12.7 (21.0) 10.9 (19.2) 10.9 (15.7) 10.2 (14.8) 0.02

Smoking status, %

Never smoker 60.7 52.2 58.1 61.0 70.6 ,0.0001

Former smoker 14.4 13.1 15.3 15.0 14.0

Current smoker 24.9 34.7 26.6 24.1 15.5

Physical activity score, exercise units 368 (203–575) 290 (156–468) 325 (190–515) 392 (216–599) 480 (288–707) ,0.0001

TV watching, h/wk 7.2 (9.8) 9.7 (11.5) 7.4 (9.8) 6.4 (8.9) 5.7 (8.6) ,0.0001

A priori diet-quality score 64.1 (13.2) 61.0 (11.3) 63.4 (12.6) 65.1 (13.7) 66.8 (14.2) ,0.0001

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 109.8 (10.5) 112.5 (11.0) 109.3 (10.1) 109.1 (10.5) 108.8 (10.2) ,0.0001

Diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg 68.3 (9.3) 69.9 (10.5) 67.7 (8.8) 67.7 (9.0) 68.0 (9.1) 0.0009

Forced expiratory volume in 1 s, L 3.6 (0.8) 3.5 (0.8) 3.5 (0.8) 3.6 (0.8) 3.7 (0.8) ,0.0001

Estimated glomerular filtration rate, mL/min 119.8 (21.7) 120.7 (21.1) 120.1 (21.6) 119.2 (22.2) 119.4 (21.7) 0.23

Total cholesterol, mg/dL 177.2 (33.3) 182.9 (34.9) 178.4 (34.0) 176.3 (33.5) 171.5 (29.9) ,0.0001

Diabetes, % 0.36 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.19

Abbreviations: BMI 5 body mass index; CARDIA 5 Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults.
Data are mean (SD), median (interquartile range), or percent of the cohort (n 5 2,747).
a Race- and sex-specific quartiles were used with 25th, 50th, 75th percentiles of 10.0, 11.6, 12.9 for black men; 6.0, 7.3, 8.4 for black women; 11.1, 12.6,
13.8 for white men; and 8.0, 9.5, 11.0 for white women.
b The t and x2 tests were used to compare the difference across race- and sex-specific quartiles.
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physical activity, smoking, BMI, alcohol consump-
tion, and forced expiratory volume in 1 second atten-
uated the associations slightly. Additional adjustment
for blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes status, and
glomerular filtration rate yielded a similar trend for
each of these cognitive function tests and maintained

statistical significance for the RAVLT and DSST
(table 3, figure). The full models account for 23%,
30%, and 21% of the variance in RAVLT, DSST,
and Stroop Test scores, although the treadmill dura-
tion measures added,0.03 to r2. Although the figure
visually suggests that the slope of the cognitive

Table 2 Mean (SD) of cognitive function tests at year 25 by quartiles of maximal treadmill duration at baselinea: The CARDIA Study

Variables Range of test score All (n 5 2,747)
1st quartile
(n 5 604)

2nd quartile
(n 5 771)

3rd quartile
(n 5 719)

4th quartile
(n 5 653) p For trendb

Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (words
correctly recalled)

0–15 8.4 (3.2) 7.8 (3.3) 8.4 (3.2) 8.6 (3.2) 8.8 (3.2) ,0.0001

Digit Symbol Substitution Test (digits
correctly substituted)

0–133 70.7 (15.6) 66.0 (15.5) 70.3 (14.9) 72.2 (15.5) 74.0 (15.7) ,0.0001

Stroop Test (seconds to correctly name
colors 1 number of errors)

1–160 44.0 (12.4) 46.8 (14.0) 43.9 (11.0) 43.2 (12.0) 42.4 (12.2) ,0.0001

Abbreviation: CARDIA 5 Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults.
a Race- and sex-specific quartiles were used with 25th, 50th, 75th percentiles of 10.0, 11.6, 12.9 for black men; 6.0, 7.3, 8.4 for black women; 11.1, 12.6,
13.8 for white men; and 8.0, 9.5, 11.0 for white women.
b The t test was used to compare the difference across race- and sex-specific quartiles.

Table 3 Association between cognitive function tests and Maxdur at baseline (n 5 2,747) and at year 20
(n 5 1,955) and its change over 20 years (n 5 1,955): The CARDIA Study

Cohorta

Rey Auditory Verbal
Learning Test (words
correctly recalled)

Digit Symbol
Substitution Test (digits
correctly substituted)

Stroop Test (seconds to
correctly name colors 1
number of errors)

Slope SE p Slope SE p Slope SE p

Baseline cohort (n 5 2,747)

Year 0 Maxdur, min

Minimally adjusted 0.12 0.03 ,0.0001 0.92 0.13 ,0.0001 20.52 0.11 ,0.0001

Moderately adjusted 0.11 0.03 0.002 0.78 0.16 ,0.0001 20.27 0.13 0.04

Fully adjusted 0.10 0.03 0.003 0.75 0.16 ,0.0001 20.23 0.13 0.07

Cohort attended year 0 and year 20
treadmill tests (n 5 1,957)

Year 0 Maxdur alone, min

Minimally adjusted 0.12 0.03 0.0003 0.86 0.15 ,0.0001 20.38 0.12 0.002

Moderately adjusted 0.11 0.04 0.008 0.73 0.18 ,0.0001 20.20 0.15 0.18

Fully adjusted 0.10 0.04 0.01 0.70 0.18 0.0001 20.18 0.15 0.22

Year 20 Maxdur alone, min

Minimally adjusted 0.10 0.03 0.001 1.12 0.14 ,0.0001 20.45 0.12 ,0.0001

Moderately adjusted 0.08 0.04 0.03 1.07 0.16 ,0.0001 20.30 0.13 0.02

Fully adjusted 0.07 0.04 0.04 1.02 0.16 ,0.0001 20. 27 0.13 0.04

Year 20 – year 0 Maxdur, adjusted for
year 0 Maxdur, min

Minimally adjusted 0.06 0.04 0.14 0.97 0.17 ,0.0001 20.37 0.14 0.009

Moderately adjusted 0.05 0.04 0.23 0.96 0.18 ,0.0001 20.27 0.14 0.06

Fully adjusted 0.04 0.04 0.27 0.91 0.18 ,0.0001 20.25 0.15 0.09

Abbreviations: CARDIA 5 Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults; Maxdur 5 maximal duration; SE 5 standard
error.
aMinimally adjusted models: adjusted for age, race, sex, attained education level at baseline, and clinical center. Moderately
adjusted models: further adjusted for dietary pattern, physical activity, smoking, body mass index, alcohol consumption,
and forced expiratory volume in 1 second, in addition to variables in the minimally adjusted models. Fully adjusted models:
further adjusted for blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes status, and glomerular filtration rate, in addition to variables in
the moderately adjusted models.
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function tests is greater from the lowest to the second
lowest quartile than it is across the higher quartiles,
tests for nonlinearity were all nonsignificant. An addi-
tional model adjusting for history of cardiovascular
disease (positive in 67 of the 2,747 participants) did
not substantively alter conclusions (data not shown).
Sensitivity analysis of the Y0 treadmill test with miss-
ing covariates replaced by the corresponding value at a
later examination or race- and sex-specific means
(n 5 3,036) yielded similar findings (data not
shown). No interactions were identified between Y0
Maxdur and either race-sex groups (see table e-1) or
education level on cognitive function tests (all p .

0.05 with df5 3 for Maxdur/race-sex interaction, and
df 5 2 for Maxdur/education interaction).

Different models including Y0 Maxdur alone and
Y20 Maxdur alone were further assessed among the
1,957 participants with both treadmill tests available
(table 3). The RAVLT was better predicted by Maxdur
at Y0 (25 years earlier) than Maxdur at Y20 (5 years
earlier) as evidenced by a relatively smaller effect size

with Y20 Maxdur (0.12 vs 0.10, corresponding to
0.6% SD more words correctly recalled for each
additional minute attained on the treadmill in
the minimally adjusted model). DSST and Stroop
Test were better predicted by Maxdur 5 years earlier
than Maxdur 25 years earlier (1.12 vs 0.86, corre-
sponding to 1.7% SD more digits correctly
substituted and 20.45 vs 20.38, corresponding to
0.6% SD fewer seconds 1 errors for each
additional minute attained on the treadmill in
the minimally adjusted model) (table 3). Of the
1,957 participants who also completed the Y20 tread-
mill test, 1,795 participants decreased Maxdur over
20 years (8.2% had a longer Maxdur at year 20
than at Y0). The change of Maxdur over 20 years
was positively associated with number of digits cor-
rectly substituted in DSST at Y25. For each
additional minute lost on the treadmill over 20 years,
there were 0.97 (SE5 0.17, p, 0.0001) fewer digits
correctly substituted in DSST, with adjustment for
Y0 Maxdur, race, sex, age, attained education level at

Figure Linear regression and means of cognitive function tests within quartiles of Maxdur at year 0

(A) RAVLT, (B) Stroop Test, and (C) DSST. Minimally adjustedmodels were adjusted for age, race, sex, attained education level at baseline, and clinical center.
As a measure of goodness of fit, means of Maxdur within each race- and sex-specific quartile of Maxdur at baseline (x-axis) were plotted against adjusted
means of cognitive function tests, RAVLT, DSST, and Stroop, respectively (y-axis). Fully adjusted models were further adjusted for dietary pattern, physical
activity, smoking, body mass index, alcohol consumption, forced expiratory volume in 1 second, blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes status, and glomerular
filtration rate, in addition to the variables in the minimally adjusted models. Means were plotted as a measure of goodness of fit. DSST 5 Digit Symbol
Substitution Test; Maxdur 5 maximal duration; RAVLT 5 Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test.
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baseline, and clinical center. Further adjustment re-
tained the association for DSST. No associations were
observed between the change of Maxdur over 20 years
and the performance for RAVLT and Stroop Test.

DISCUSSION In the current study, higher CRF
measured by Maxdur at the average age of 25 years
was positively associated with better performance in
cognitive function tests, including the RAVLT and
DSST, assessed 25 years later, but not the Stroop
Test. The smaller decrease (or improvement in 163
of 1,957 participants) of CRF over 20 years was asso-
ciated with better DSST performance. Our findings
confirm that the previously detected association of
CRF with cognitive function in older adults also
holds for CRF assessed in young adulthood and cog-
nitive function in middle-aged adults. Furthermore, it
is shown for the DSST (psychomotor speed) and
Stroop Test (executive function) that the closer in
time the treadmill test is to the cognitive tests, the
stronger the predictive value of Maxdur on cognitive
function test results. However, the magnitude of
association with the RAVLT-memory was greater
for the earlier measure of CRF.

Our findings of the association between change in
Maxdur with DSST accord with previous findings of a
meta-analysis of 18 studies in elderly participants
showing that fitness improvement after months of
exercise training was associated with both psychomo-
tor speed and all types of cognitive function.4 Specif-
ically, one study conducted among 33 elderly
participants with mild cognitive function impairment
after 6 months of a controlled exercise intervention
showed that increasing V̇O2peak, a measure of CRF,
was associated with improved performance in DSST
specifically in the 17 female participants.28 While the
cognitive tests were measured directly after several
months of aerobic exercise intervention in the latter
trial, the change in CRF observed in our study was
registered over 20 years in free-living individuals and
5 years before the measurements of RAVLT, DSST,
and Stroop Test. This design difference could have
attenuated the putative positive fitness effect on
memory and executive function. Another consider-
ation is that memory, psychomotor speed, and exe-
cutive function may not be equally robust as people
age. However, future study with measurement of
baseline cognitive function in middle-aged popula-
tions is needed to clarify the effect of change in
CRF on cognition in this population.

The observed association between CRF and cogni-
tive function may have multiple mechanisms. One
possible mechanism is that low CRF leads to morpho-
logic brain changes, including white matter lesions29–32

and brain atrophy in certain regions in gray matter,5

which in turn related to impaired cognitive function in

the elderly.33–36 However, CRF may alter cognitive
function through regulation of cerebral blood flow37

or a direct molecular pathway beyond vascularization,
such as influencing N-acetylaspartate, a metabolite
exclusively in cell bodies of neurons, given its identified
mediating effect between the association of fitness and
Backward Digit Span performance.38

The large population-based sample of young to
middle-aged adults who had symptom-limited maxi-
mal treadmill tests conducted at 2 examinations 20
years apart and cognitive function tested 25 years later
is the main strength of the current study. Our study is
the first prospective cohort study in middle-aged
adults investigating the association between CRF
and cognitive function. Our results are generalizable
in young to middle-aged adults because of its sam-
pling at baseline, which was community-based and
demographically balanced, and the inclusion of
smokers and persons who were obese. In addition,
multiple treadmill testing allowed us to study the
association between change of Maxdur over 20 years
and cognitive function, and to further demonstrate
the long-term effect of Maxdur on cognitive function
in young and middle adulthood.

Several limitations of this current study should be
noted. One is that identical aspects of cognitive func-
tion were not assessed at the Y0 examination. Conse-
quently, it was difficult to test the temporality of the
association between Maxdur and cognitive function.
Indeed, cognitive function may or may not have
changed much since early adulthood (CARDIA base-
line) or even childhood. Future CARDIA examina-
tions will be needed to look at the time course of
cognitive function as participants age. Residual con-
founding caused by unmeasured confounders may
exist even though the CARDIA Study has collected
information on a wide range of variables, including
physical activity, diet, and clinical variables. Also, cau-
tion should be taken when interpreting the indepen-
dent associations between Y0 Maxdur and cognitive
function tests, and Y20 Maxdur and cognitive func-
tions tests, given the strong correlation between Y0
and Y20 Maxdur (r 5 0.74). The effect for each
additional minute on the treadmill on cognitive tests
25 or 5 years later may be modest, but the effect sizes
were larger than the effect sizes associated with 1 year
of age difference, which were 0.07 fewer words cor-
rectly recalled in RAVLT, 0.82 fewer digits correctly
substituted in DSST, and 0.47 more seconds1 errors
during the Stroop Test. In addition, studies showed
that DSST and RAVLT scores were among the stron-
gest predictors of future dementia in older persons
without dementia as well as in patients with mild
cognitive impairment with memory plus other cogni-
tive domain deficits in verbal memory, psychomotor
speed, and executive function. Specifically, one study
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showed that every additional word provided on the
RAVLT was associated with an 18% decrease in the
risk of developing dementia after 10 years, while every
additional symbol correctly substituted in the DSST
was associated with a 5% decrease in the risk of devel-
oping dementia after 10 years.39,40 Therefore, our
findings in people with average age 50 years are likely
to be clinically meaningful in early identification of
persons with high risk of developing dementia and
potentially to prevent such conversion. Demonstrat-
ing such clinical utility is a long-term goal of the
CARDIA Study.

CRF predicts aspects of cognitive function includ-
ing verbal memory measured by RAVLT and psycho-
motor speed measured by DSST 25 years later,
independent of other factors among apparently healthy
middle-aged adults. CRF change over 20 years was
positively associated with performance on DSST, but
not RAVLT or Stroop Test. There is wide variation
in cognitive function in our apparently healthy
middle-aged sample, well before obviously impaired
cognitive function begins to appear. This variation in
cognitive function is strongly related to a measure of
fitness obtained 25 years earlier.
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